Gap-junction coupling can prolong beta-cell burst period by an order of magnitude via phantom bursting.
Pancreatic β-cells show multiple intrinsic modes of oscillation with bursting electrical activity playing a crucial role. Bursting is seen both in experimentally isolated β-cells as well as in electrically coupled cells in the pancreatic islets, but the burst period is typically an order of magnitude greater in coupled cells. This difference has previously been attributed to noisier dynamics, or perturbed electrophysiological properties, in isolated β-cells. Here, we show that diffusive coupling alone can extend the period more than ten-fold in bursting oscillators modeled with a so-called phantom burster model and analyze this result with slow-fast bifurcation analysis of an electrically coupled pair of cells. Our results should be applicable to other scenarios where coupling of bursting units, e.g., neurons, may increase the oscillation period drastically.